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Abstract： This is an exciting time for studying thiolated gold nanoclusters. Single crystal structures of Au 102(SR)44 and Au25(SR)18- (—SR being an organothiolate group) bring both surprises and excitement in this field. First principles density functional theory (DFT) simulations turn out to be an important tool to understand and predict thiolated gold nanoclusters. In this review, I summarize the progresses made by us and others in applying first principles DFT to thiolated gold nanoclusters, as inspired by the recent experiments. First, I will give some experimental background on synthesis of thiolated gold nanoclusters, followed by a description of the recent experimental breakthroughs. Then I will introduce the superatom complex concept as a way to understand the electronic structure of thiolated gold nanoclusters or smaller nanoparticles. Next, I will describe in detail how first principles DFT is used to understand the Au鄄thiolate interface, predict structures for Au38(SR)24, screen good dopants for the Au25(SR)18- cluster, design the smallest magic thiolated gold cluster, and demonstrate the need for the trimer protecting motif. I will conclude with a grand challenge: the real time monitoring of nucleation of thiolated gold nanoclusters. Key Words： Thiolate; complex
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The paper by Brust et al. [1] on preparing thiolated gold nano鄄 particles stands as a landmark in nanoscience. It was published in 1994 and has garnered 2308 citations by 30 November 2009. It is fitting to quote here the one鄄sentence abstract of this paper: “Using two鄄phase (water鄄toluene) reduction of AuCl4- by sodium borohydride in the presence of an alkanethiol, solutions of 1-3 nm gold particles bearing a surface coating of thiol have been prepared and characterised; this novel material can be handled as a simple chemical compound.”The facile synthesis and the easy handling afforded by the Brust method allow one to do sophisticated chemistry, measurements, applications of the gold nanoparticles[2]. As a note here, these nanoparticles are often called thiolate鄄protected or monolayer鄄protected particles or clusters. We prefer the term“thiolated”. Despite its rather narrow size distributions, the as鄄synthesized thiolated gold nanoparticles by the Brust method are a mixture, which requires further separations for structural and composi鄄 tional analysis. Whetten and coworkers [3-7] have done pioneering work towards this goal by separating the mixtures and using mass spectrometry (MS) to pinpoint the compositions and abun鄄 dances of the gold nanoparticles. Murray and coworkers[8-28] have performed extensive MS, exchange kinetics, optical absorption,
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and electrochemical studies of thiolated gold nanoparticles. Tsukuda and coworkers[29-45] have done a careful job of separating and mass analyzing the smaller thiolated gold nanoparticles, which have a hundred Au atoms or less and a size of 1 nm or smaller. We can call these smaller nanoparticles nanoclusters. Tsukuda and coworkers忆 correct identification of Au25(SR)18- (—SR being an organothiolate group) [31,34,38,41,46], which had been misiden鄄 tified as Au38(SR)24[47], certainly established the stability and magic nature of this cluster. The true breakthrough came in 2007 when the Kornberg group[48] at Stanford University for the first time suc鄄 ceeded in crystallizing a thiolated gold nanocluster, Au102 (SR)44. The total structure determination of Au102(SR)44 demonstrated ag鄄 ain the importance of the structure in giving the doubtless knowl鄄 edge of bonding both at the whole cluster level and more impor鄄 tantly, at the thiolate鄄gold interface. The Stanford breakthrough catalyzed many follow鄄on progresses and discoveries. One out鄄 standing example is the correction prediction of the structure of Au25(SR) 18- from first principles [49] and its independent confirma鄄 tion by total structure determination from two groups[50-51]. From first principles means that the Schr觟dinger equation is solved without empirical parameters. Chemists tend to use the word ab initio; most of the time, the two terms are exchangeable
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in meaning. Density functional theory[52-53] has evolved out as the method of choice to solve the Schr觟dinger equation in chem鄄 istry, solid state physics, and materials sciences. Especially since the introduction of generalized gradient approximation (GGA) for electron exchange and correlation, such as Perdew鄄Wang 1991 (PW91) [54] and Perdew鄄Burke鄄Ernzerhof (PBE)[55] function鄄 als, the accuracy of DFT methods has been greatly improved and becomes increasingly appealing to chemists. Without a doubt, the awarding of Noble prize in chemistry to Walter Kohn in 1998 highlighted the importance of DFT in chemistry. First principles DFT method allows one to locate stable geometries, bonding and electronic structures, transition states, and dynam鄄 ics of chemical systems. More importantly, as a first principles method, it allows one to predict new structures, based on previ鄄 ous knowledge. In this review, I will discuss how we and others use first principles DFT methods to understand and predict thio鄄 lated gold nanoclusters.



1 Reaction process during the Brust synthesis



Despite many variants from the original Brust synthesis [1], the route to thiolated gold nanoparticles is essentially the same. One mixes Au(III) in the form of AuCl 4- with an organothiol, which usually leads to formation of a clear solution of Au(I)—SR poly鄄 mers (Scheme 1). Here the reaction is that Au(III) oxidizes thiols to disulfide while being reduced to Au(I). For sterically hindered thiols such as benzenethiol, [RS(AuSR)x] - oligomers (x=1, 2, 3, etc.) may be preferred over the longer polymer. Here we note that an infinite Au(I)—SR polymer has been crystallized and stru鄄 cture determined by the late Bau [56]. He found that two Au—SR polymeric chains form a double helix. From Au(I)—SR polymer, one usually adds NaBH4 to reduce Au(I) to a valence between 0 and 1. Essentially, one just dumps electrons to the system, so a metallic gold core can form and be stabilized on the outside by thiolates. Solvents, thiols, reaction temperature, pH, etc. all contribute to the final size distribution of resultant nanoparticles. To be able to find and control the re鄄 action conditions to produce predominantly one size or one chemical species and eventually obtain a single crystal was a



Fig.1



Scheme 1



Reduction of Au(III) to Au(I) by thiol during the Brust synthesis



daunting task, but was dreamed at by Whetten [3] in 1996. That dream came true in 2007 with the publication of Au102 (SR)44 crystal structure by the Kornberg group[48].



2 Structure of Au102(SR)44



The Kornberg group used p鄄mercaptobenzoic acid (p鄄MBA) for the thiol[48]. The cluster consists of 102 Au atoms and 44 p鄄MBA groups. The 44 p鄄MBA groups form 19 —RS—Au—SR— (we call them the monomer) motifs and 2 —RS—Au—SR—Au— SR— (we call them the dimer) motifs on the cluster surface; the 102 Au atoms are partitioned into 23 in the protective layer and 79 in the core (Fig.1). The Au79 core is packed in a Marks do鄄 decahedron. The crystal structure also shows interaction be鄄 tween p鄄MBA groups which further contributes to the stability of the whole cluster. Walter et al. [57] interpreted the electronic structure of Au102(SR)44 by applying the superatom鄄complex con鄄 cept[58] to DFT results and concluded that its stability is due to the 58 shell鄄closing electron count. The structure of the Au102 (SR)44 was featured as a Science cover. The clear鄄cut knowledge pre鄄 sented by this structure is truly astonishing and inspired many including this author.



3 Structure of Au25(SR)18-



Structure prediction [49] and determination [50-51] of Au25(SR) 18- in 2008 was the second recent breakthrough in thiolated gold nano鄄 clusters. Au25 (SR) 18- has actually attracted much more attention before the Stanford breakthrough, thanks to careful studies by Tsukuda and coworkers [31,34,41,45-46]. They have performed exten鄄 sive tests of synthesis conditions and measurements and conclu鄄 ded the magic nature of this cluster. Collaborating with Tsukuda, Nobusada and coworkers [59] have in fact proposed a model for Au25(SR)18- based on Au(I)—SR polymer鄄protected Au7 core from first principles. However, with the publication of the structure of Au102(SR)44, people realized that the protective layer should consist



The structure of Au102(SR)44



left, as appeared on Science cover[48]; middle, as presented in the Science paper showing the Au102S44 framework (A), one single —RS—Au—SR— motif (B), and the arrangement of the motifs on the cluster surface (C); right, an enlarged view of the Au102S44 framework (Au, yellow; S, blue). left and middle, reprinted with permission from Ref.[48], Copyright 2007 American Association for the Advancement of Science. right, reprinted with permission from Ref.[66], Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.
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of —RS—Au—SR— and —RS—Au—SR—Au—SR— motifs, instead of Au(I)—SR polymers. In early 2008, Akola et al. [49] predicted that Au25 (SR) 18- has a centered icosahedral Au13 core protected by six —RS—Au— SR—Au—SR— motifs (Fig.2). Excitingly, the structure was pro鄄 ved to be right by two independent crystallization and total stru鄄 cture determination by Jin[51] and Murray[50] groups. Jin and cow鄄 orkers [60] had been actively pursuing size鄄focusing, large鄄scale synthesis of Au25(SR)18- . It is not surprising that they obtained the single crystal. Of course, luck might also have played a role in both cases. What is unique about Au25(SR)18- is that the protective layer consists of exclusively —RS—Au—SR—Au—SR— mo鄄 tifs, largely due to the smaller core size and hence greater curva鄄 ture that requires a more flexible protective motif beyond the linear —RS—Au—SR— motif.



4 Ways to discover from first principles



Given the above background information about thiolated gold nanoclusters from others, now the story will turn to my own in鄄 volvement in this field. As a computational chemist or applied theorist, my passion is in the application of first principles DFT method to interesting chemical problems. In the first principles computations, we solve the Schr觟dinger equation with just the inputs of atomic species and positions; that is, what and where the atoms are (see Scheme 2). This information is often crucial, because most of structures and chemistry we explore are local or close to this initial structure. People who do biomolecular simu鄄 lations usually start with structures in the protein data bank. We can also do the same with structure鄄known thiolated gold clus鄄 ters such as Au102 (SR)44 and Au25 (SR) 18- . Later, I will show how we explore the doping of Au25(SR) 18- based on its centered icisa鄄 hedral core. When structures are not available but compositions are known, the job is more interesting, as we can guess the ini鄄 tial structures based on previous knowledge about the cluster and try to find the most stable one. We can further benchmark the best candidates by computing their optical absorption and powder X鄄ray diffraction patterns and comparing with available experimental measurements. I will use Au38(SR)24 and Au20(SR)16 as examples to show this way of discovery from first principles.



Fig.2 Construction of the Au25(SR)18- cluster from a centered icosahedral core and six —RS—Au—SR—Au—SR— motifs reprinted with permission from Ref.[49]. Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.
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Input and output by solving the Schr觟dinger equation from first principles



The most exciting way from first principles is to design clusters that have not been identified previously but seem to be viable from many considerations of past knowledge. I will use Au12(SR)9+ as an example to demonstrate this case. When solving the Schr觟dinger equation (most of time with the help of supercomputers), the foremost information we obtain is energy (Scheme 2). By changing the positions of atoms, we will then obtain the energy as a function of atomic positions, the po鄄 tential energy surface, which will give information about how local minima are connected by saddle points. By taking a derivative of energy against positions, we obtain forces acting atoms which can be used to optimize the structure. They can al鄄 so be used to propagate the nuclei according to the Newtonian equation of motions, so one can perform first principles molecu鄄 lar dynamics simulations. I will give an example how we use first principles molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to demon鄄 strate the change of the interfacial structure at the gold鄄thiolate interface of some thiolated Au38 clusters (next section). One can also take a second derivative of energy versus positions, which yield the force鄄constant matrix (the hessian). By diagonalizing this matrix, one can get vibration normal modes of the cluster.



5 Interfacial structure or what are the protecting motifs?



How thiolates are bonded to gold at the interface is not on鄄 ly important for thiolated gold nanoparticles but also for self鄄 assembled monolayers (SAM) of thiolates on gold [61] and Au鄄 electrode鄄based molecular electronics[62]. In Sec.2, we showed that Jadzinsky et al. [48] succeeded in crystallizing Au102(SR)44 clusters and found that all 44 thiolate groups form 19 linear —RS—Au— SR— and two V鄄shaped —RS—Au—SR—Au—SR— motifs on the cluster surface (Fig.1). Coincidentally, during their study of early stage of SAM formation on Au(111) with scanning tun鄄 neling microscopy and DFT, Maksymovych et al. [63] found Au鄄 adatom鄄induced self鄄assembly via formation of a linear —RS— Au—SR— bonding motif. These two reports highlight the im鄄 portance of the“staple”motif (Jadzinsky et al.[48] used this term for —RS—Au—SR—) at the gold鄄thiolate interface. Although [RS— Au(I)—SR]- linear complexes as an isolated species are well kn鄄 own in inorganic chemistry [64-65], these complexes themselves as a protective ligand for a pure gold core had not been proposed until the Stanford paper came out. Inspired by the structure of Au102 (SR)44, we hypothesized that the“staple”motifs are prefe鄄 rred at the interface between the Au cluster core and the protec鄄 tive layer [66]. This hypothesis is in contrast with previous models
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Scheme 3 Three different models for the thiolate鄄gold interface



that proposed isolated thiolates [67] or Au鄄thiolate polymers [59] or cyclomers[68] as a protective layer for the Au clusters (Scheme 3). To test our hypothesis, we did two computational experi鄄 ments. In the first one (see Fig.3), we placed two isolated thiola鄄 tes close to a common Au atom on the octahedral Au38 surface (Fig.3(c)); we found that after structural relaxation, the gold atom is extracted out from the cluster and an —RS—Au—SR— motif is formed, accompanied by a great change to the underlying cluster (Fig.3(d)). This result indicates that forming —RS—Au— SR— motifs is thermodynamically favorable on the Au cluster surface. In the second computational experiment (see Fig.4), we took an Au38 cluster covered with 14 isolated RS— groups and melted it in the gas phase, equilibrated for some time and cooled it down (the so鄄called simulated annealing process) by using first principles molecular dynamics. After 10 picoseconds, we found that three —RS—Au—SR— motifs and one —RS—Au—SR— Au—SR— motif evolved out from isolated thiolates. This result indicates again the preference of —RS—Au—SR— and —RS— Au—SR—Au—SR— motifs over the isolated RS—; it also em鄄 phasizes that the dimer motif (—RS—Au—SR—Au—SR—) becomes energetically competitive with the monomer motif (—RS—Au—SR—) on this cluster surface. During the MD simulations, we also found that once formed, —RS—Au—SR— and —RS—Au—SR—Au—SR— motifs and their bonding to the cluster surface tend not to dissociate, indicating their role in anchoring the surface Au atoms of the core[66]. Why are the —RS—Au—SR— and —RS—Au—SR—Au— SR— motifs preferred as the protective units? There are three driving forces (see Scheme 4): (1) formation of linear S—Au—S bonds in the motifs; (2) S—Au bond between terminal thiolates to the core surface; (3) the gold-gold interaction between Au in the motifs and Au in the core, due to the aurophilic interaction [69-72]. Maximizing these three contributions provides the thermody鄄 namic driving force to form gold nanoclusters protected by [—RS (AuSR)x-] complexes (x=1, 2, corresponds to —RS—Au—SR—, —RS—Au—SR—Au—SR—).



6 Superatom complex concept



The superatom concept of metallic cluster valence is based on the electron鄄shell structure as first proposed to explain the spe鄄 cial stability of certain metal鄄atom clusters generated in the gas phase [58,73]. It accounts for the magic鄄number series 2, 8, 18, 34, 58, … by shell鄄closing of the superatom orbitals 1S, 1P, 1D, ….
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Scheme 4 Three major thermodynamic driving forces for formation of RS—Au—SR motifs on the cluster surface



Recently the superatom鄄complex concept (SAC) has been intro鄄 duced to explain the compositions of high鄄yield ligated gold鄄 cluster compounds[49,57], especially Au25(SR)18- and Au102(SR)44. The shell鄄closing electron count (n*) for any thiolated gold cluster AuN(SR)qL is: n*=N-L-q (1) where q is the charge of the cluster[57]. So, n*=25-18-(-1) yields 8 for Au25(SR)18- and n*=102-44 yields 58 for Au102(SR)44. Because 8 and 58 are magic numbers corresponding to closed electronic shells, Au25(SR)18- and Au102(SR)44 are stable. Of course, not all the thiolated gold clusters that have a magic鄄number electron count are stable; one has to consider geometric factors and interfacial structures. But this electron count rule does offer guidance to explain electronic structures of known compositions and predict new ones when coupled with geometric knowledge. We will use the SAC concept and Eq.(1) to explain the stability of Au38(SR)24 (next section), look for good dopants for Au25(SR)18- (Sec. 8), and design novel structures for n*=2, the first shell closing (Sec. 9).



7 Story of Au38(SR)24



The Au38(SR)24 cluster deserves special mention because eff鄄 orts from first principles to propose a candidate structure have spanned 10 years. The composition was first proposed by Whetten et al. [4-5] in 1997 from his mass spectrometric experi鄄 ments. Because at that time isolated thiolates were considered to be the protective groups, it was natural to think that the 38 Au atoms form a compact core. A high鄄symmetry configuration for a 38鄄atom cluster is the truncated octahedron (Fig.3 (a)). Based on this structure, in 1999 H覿kkinen et al. proposed a structure for Au38(SR)24 by placing 24 isolated thiolates on the surface of the truncated octahedron [67]. However, Garzon et al. [74] showed that this struct ure is actually not a local minimum and after structural relaxation by DFT, a distorted local minimum was found which is ca 4 eV more than H覿kkinen et al.忆 s model. It should be noted that Garzon忆s structure actually has a mixture of motifs on the surface including —RS—Au -SR— and —RS— Au—SR—Au—SR—, but the importance of these motifs was not recognized at that time. Then six years later, H覿kkinen et al. relaxed Garzon忆 s model with a different exchange鄄correlation functional and found a symmetric structure with four cyclic (AuSR)4 units protecting a cubic core (Fig.5(a)) [75]. H覿kkinen忆s new model and Garzon忆s model (Fig.5(b)) are closely related and their relative stability depends on the exchange correlation func鄄 tional used. But H覿kkinen et al. did propose an important new
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concept with their new model, the divide鄄and鄄protect concept; namely, part of the Au atoms is in the core while the other is in the protective layer. The seed of this concept was certainly sowed already in Garzon忆s model. Motivated by the Stanford paper [48], we hypothesized that the —RS—Au—SR— motif should dominate the gold鄄thiolate in鄄 terface [66], instead of the cyclic tetrameters in H覿kkinen忆s new model. Started with the truncated octahedron Au38 cluster, we manually created —RS—Au—SR— motifs on the cluster sur鄄 face one by one accompanied by structural relaxation by DFT, a rather tedious process but a sure way to reach a desired model. We found that after certain coverage, —RS—Au—SR—Au— SR— motifs begin to appear, as the linear —RS—Au—SR— motifs cannot comfortably cover the whole surface. In the end, we obtained a model (let us call it“J鄄1”) for Au38 (SR)24 which has a disordered Au24 core protected by six —RS—Au—SR— motifs and four —RS—Au—SR—Au—SR— motifs. The J鄄1 model (Fig.5(c)) was found to be 1.6 eV and 1.4 eV more stable than H覿kkinen忆s new model and Garzon忆s model, respectively.



(a)



1003



Even though our model is more stable and shows a good agreem鄄 ent with experiment in terms of the onset of optical absorption [66], the characteristic experimental absorption peak at 2.0 eV [76] was not reproduced in the computed spectrum. Moreover, the J鄄1 model is not aesthetically appealing, due to its disordered core. At this time, the predicted and solved structures of Au25(SR) 18were published[49-51]. It features exclusively six —RS—Au—SR— Au—SR— motifs. This prompted us to reconsider our J鄄1 model for Au38 (SR) 24. We reasoned that Au38 (SR) 24 may have more —RS—Au—SR—Au—SR— motifs than —RS—Au—SR— in the protective layer [77]. By manually creating more —RS—Au— SR—Au—SR— motifs based on the J鄄1 model, we obtained a second鄄generation model (let us call it“J鄄2”) which has six —RS—Au—SR—Au—SR— motifs and three —RS—Au—SR— motifs protecting an Au23 core (Fig.6). We found that J鄄2 is 1.3 eV more stable than J鄄1 and its computed optical absorption spec鄄 trum now shows a peak at 2.0 eV (Fig.6). Still, J鄄2 has a disord鄄 ered core. Previously, Au25(SR)18- has been misidentified as Au38(SR)24 for
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Fig.3 Evolving of an RS—Au—SR motif out of two RS— groups on an Au38 cluster (a) bare Au38 in the Oh symmetry; (b) most stable site for one methylthiolate (MT) on Au38; (c) initial guess for two MTs on Au38; (d) optimized structure of (c). Au, yellow; S, blue; C, red; H, green. reprinted with permission from Ref.[66]. Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society. (a)
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(c)



Simulated annealing of Au38(SCH3)14



-1.45 eV



(a) initial state; (b) a snapshot of the system at 5 picoseconds at 700 K; (c) final state after cooling down to 0 K. relative energy between (a) and (c) is also shown. Au, yellow; S, blue; C and H, not shown. reprinted with permission from Ref.[66]. Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society. (a)
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Three models for Au38(SR)24 and their relative energies



(a) H覿kkinen忆s new model[75]; (b) Garzon忆s model[74]; (c) our J鄄1 model. Au, yellow; S, blue; C and H, not shown. reprinted with permission from Ref.[66]. Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.
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Our J鄄2 model for Au38(SR)24 and its computed optical absorption spectrum in comparison with experiment reprinted with permission from Ref.[77]. Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.



a long time [ 47] . This fact made people doubt the existence of Au38 (SR) 24 . In 2008, Tsukuda and coworkers confirmed that Au38(SR)24 is indeed a unique chemical species [76]. Based on the experimental structures for Au102(SR)44 and Au25(SR)18- , in the same paper they proposed three simple structural principles for model鄄 ing thiolated gold clusters: (1) a high鄄symmetry core; (2) more dimer motifs for smaller clusters; (3) each surface atom of the core is bound by terminal thiolates. Applying these principles, they proposed several scenarios for Au38(SR)24. Especially, they propo鄄 sed a vertex鄄sharing biicosahedral Au25 core protected by nine —RS—Au—SR— motifs and two —RS—Au—SR—Au—SR— motifs. But being experimental chemists, they do not have the necessary computational tools to test their hypotheses. Our J鄄2 model certainly fulfills #2 and #3 of Tsukuda忆s principles, but it lacks a high鄄symmetry core. Inspired by our work on Au38(SR)24, Zeng and co鄄workers [78] independently proposed structural rules similar to Tsukuda忆s, and as a computational group, they have the right tools to explore many configurations proposed for Au38(SR)24. In the end, they found a face鄄sharing bi鄄icosahedral Au23 core protected by three —RS—Au—SR— motifs and six —RS— Au—SR—Au—SR— motifs (Fig.7). The combination of —RS— Au—SR— and —RS—Au—SR—Au—SR— motifs in Zeng忆 s model is the same as in our J鄄2 model, but Zeng忆 s model is about 2.0 eV more stable than J鄄2, highlighting the importance of a high鄄symmetry core in stabilizing the structure. Once again, we exclaim that Nature prefers order！The computed optical spec鄄 trum and X鄄ray diffraction pattern of Zeng忆 s model also show good agreement with experiment[78].



How can we understand the electronic structure of Au38(SR)24 based on Zeng忆 s model from the superatom complex concept? Au38(SR)24 would have 14 valence electrons according to the ele鄄 ctron count rule (Eq.(1)). The five 1D levels are split in the energy order of 1Dz2


8 Doping the Au25(SR)18- cluster[81-82]



The superatom complex concept [57] explains that Au25 (SR) 18- 忆s magic stability stems from the shell鄄closing electron count of 8 which fully fills 1S (2e) and 1P (6e) levels of the delocalized “superatomic orbitals”of the electron鄄shell model [73]. Therefore, the Au25 (SR) 18- superatom is analogous to the noble鄄gas atom,



Fig.7 Zeng忆s face鄄fusing biicosahedral model for Au38(SR)24 reprinted with permission from Ref.[78]. Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.
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hence exceptionally stable. Geometrically, Au25(SR)18- has a core鄄 shell structure of one Au atom at the center of an icosahedral Au12 shell (here we note that the Au12 shell of Au25(SR)18- is not a regular icosahedron and its symmetry is lower than Ih) and an outside protective layer of six —RS—Au—SR—Au—SR— motifs each connecting two next鄄nearest鄄neighbor vertices of the icosahedron (Fig.8). If one repalces the center Au atom with an鄄 other element and at the same time maintains the shell鄄closing 8鄄 electron count by tuning the charge q, one can create many su鄄 peratom analogs of formula M@Au24(SR)18q , where M is the for鄄 eign core atom. These new core鄄shell nanoclusters inherit from Au25(SR)18- a rigid geometrical shell and a protective layer, which make them suitable for wet鄄chemistry synthesis and applica鄄 tions. This idea of isoelectronic substitution which is familiar to cluster chemists[83] opens up the whole periodic table for consid鄄 eration of M[81]. Suppose the core atom M has x free valence electrons. Ac鄄 cording to Eq.(1), a formula M@Au24(SR) 18q with n*=8 requires x+24-18-q=8. Hence, x=q+2 (2) Eq.(2) relates the cluster charge to the number of valence elec鄄 trons in M, and is therefore our guiding principle for scanning the periodic table for the potential core atom. Table 1 shows five scenarios of q and corresponding x, together with their respec鄄 tive candidate electron configurations and groups of elements. Here we exclude highly charged scenarios (namely, |q|>2). Sev鄄 en groups of elements are turned up by applying Eq.(2), includ鄄 ing three groups of transition metals and four groups of main group elements and covering about one quarter of the elements in the periodic table. To test viability of M@Au24(SR) 18q for the elements in Table 1, we performed a first principles DFT screening. We use two cri鄄 teria to judge whether an M@Au24(SR) 18q core鄄shell cluster is vi鄄 able: (1) it maintains Au25(SR) 18- 忆s electronic structure, meaning significant HOMO鄄LUMO gap and three鄄fold degenerate HOMOs and doubly degenerate LUMOs[49]; (2) it retains Au25(SR)18- 忆s icosa鄄 hedral core鄄shell geometry. We optimized the structures of M@Au24(SR) 18q for M in Table 1 and found that the majority of elements in Table 1 met the above two criteria. This DFT con鄄 firmation of Eq. (2)忆 s predictions demonstrates that the super鄄



Fig.8



From Au25(SR)18- (1) to M@Au24(SR)18q (2) by core substitution



replacing 1忆s center Au atom with a foreign atom M yields 2, a core鄄shell cluster
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Table 1 Number of free valence electrons (x), electron configurations (EC) and element groups for the core atom M, for q from -2 to +2 in M@Au24(SR)18q , according to Eq.(2) q



x



-2



0



d10s0



Ni, Pd, Pt



-1



1



d10s1, s1



Cu, Ag, Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs



0



2



d10s2, s2



Zn, Cd, Hg, Be, Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba



1



3



s2p1



B, Al, Ga, In, Tl



2



4



s2p2



C, Si, Ge, Sn, Pb



EC



M



reprinted with permission from Ref.[81]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.



atom complex concept is powerful in predicting the electronic structure of M@Au24(SR)18q nanoclusters. Fig.9 plots the HOMO鄄LUMO gaps for M being transition metal. For the same鄄group dopants Cu and Ag, the cluster has a HOMO鄄LUMO gap ca 0.2 eV lower than that of Au (1.24 eV). Zn, Cd, and Hg are stable in the center with the cluster being neutral and the gap between 1.0 and 1.1 eV. Placing Ni, Pd, and Pt at the cluster center requires the cluster being a dianion. Unlike Pd which has a d10 configuration, Ni and Pt have a valence electron configuration of 3d84s2 and 5d96s1, respectively, but one can think that the two extra electrons from the charge fill up and push down their d鄄levels, while the remaining two s electrons contribute to the superatom electron count. That is why we list Ni and Pt together with Pd under d10s0 electron configuration in Table 1. We found that Pt@Au24 (SR) 218- has the highest HOMO鄄 LUMO gap among all the elements considered including Au it鄄 self. This indicates that Pt may be a first choice for experimental synthesis of M@Au24 (SR) 18q core鄄shell clusters. In fact, some Pt鄄centered [PtAux (PR3) y] q clusters which is isoelectronic to [Aux+1(PR3)y] q+1 were synthesized, for example, [PtAu8(PPh3) 8] 3+ and [PtAu10(PEt3)10]2+ [84-86]. The latter cluster忆s Au10 shell can be described as an icosahedron missing two adjacent vertices. So this cluster may be used as a precursor to make Pt@Au24(SR)218-. More relevantly, a halogen and phosphine ligand鄄protected ico鄄 sahedral Pd@Au12 cluster has been synthesized [87], which is en鄄 couraging for realizing M@Au24(SR) 18q clusters. In fact, Murray and coworkers [88-89] had been experimenting the doping of the



Fig.9



HOMO鄄LUMO gap of M@Au24(SR)18q for M being transition metals



with a charge q. Au, green; S, blue; R, not shown. reprinted with permission from



See Table 1 for q for each group of elements. reprinted with permission from



Ref.[81]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.



Ref.[81]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.
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Au25 (SR) 18- superatom by Pd even before several computational studies of doping the Au25 (SR) 18- superatom were started. En鄄 couragingly, Au25 (SG) 18 have been prepared by ligand exchan鄄 ge reaction of Au11 (PPh3)8Cl3 with GSH (glutathione) [34]. There鄄 fore, by reacting clusters such as the halogen and phosphine lig鄄 and鄄protected Pd@Au12 with GSH, one may obtain Pd@Au24 (SG)218- clusters. Fig.10 plots the HOMO鄄LUMO gaps for M being main group elements. Group 13 dopants except B and Tl are a good choice for the center atom. The HOMO鄄LUMO gap varies between 1.0 and 1.1 eV from Al to In. We found that placing the B atom at the cluster center breaks the icosahedral shell due to formation of short B鄄Au bonds (0.5 eV) can be achieved only for Be, Mg, and Li. Beyond Li and Mg, both the electronic structure and the icosahedral geometry of the cluster undergo dramatic changes. For example, we found that the initial icosahedral shells of Ca@Au24(SR)18 and Na@Au24(SR)18are broken after structural optimization. Again, we attribute this behavior to the larger atomic radii of the dopants: 0.183 nm for Na and 0.198 nm for Ca[90]. On the other hand, the Au24(SR)18q fra鄄 framework is able to accommodate Li (0.150 nm) and Mg (0.160 nm)[90]. We also examined the thermodynamic driving force for dop鄄 ing by computing the interaction energy between the dopant and the Au24(SR)18q framework for elements in Figs.9 and 10. We found the interaction energy correlates very well the HOMO鄄LUMO gap; for example, Group 10 (Ni, Pd, Pt) has the highest HOMO鄄 LUMO gap and also highest interaction energy among transition metals [81]. Moreover, all the dopants in Fig.9 and 10 (except Cd and Hg) have greater interaction energy than Au itself[81]. H覿kkinen et al. [91] and Walter et al. [92] also studied doping of



the Au25(SR) 18- cluster from first principles. H覿kkinen et al. exa鄄 mined only the Pd atom as a dopant but considered different charge states for the same cluster and different dopant locations in the cluster, while Walter et al. studied Pd, Ag, and Cd and also considered different charge states and dopant locations. Taken together, their work and ours offer a consistent and a complete picture of doping the Au25(SR)18- cluster. The doping studies of the Au25(SR) 18- superatom discussed ab鄄 ove, however, deal with the nonmagnetic doping only; namely, the doped cluster is nonmagnetic and the dopant atoms all have a closed electronic shell in the cluster. Here one asks whether the Au25(SR)18- superatom can be doped magnetically. Since some atoms (such as Cr and Mn) have a stable d5 configuration, one obvious idea is to use such atoms to replace the center Au atom in Au25(SR)18- and then maintain the dopant忆s d5 configuration and the cluster忆s 8鄄electron count by tuning the cluster charge [82]. Eq. (2) applies to the nonmagnetic doping. If one considers the half鄄 filled d shell (that is, d5) to be a typical case of the magnetic dop鄄 ing, then one adds five more electrons to the valence electron requirement and arrives at x =q +7. So for q =-1, 0, and +1, x should be 6, 7, and 8, which corresponds to Cr, Mn, and Fe, re鄄 spectively (here we consider only 3d metals and also exclude q>1 scenarios). Hence, we obtain three candidates for the magnetic superatom: Cr@Au24(SR)18- , Mn@Au24(SR)18, and Fe@Au24(SR)18+ . We optimized the magnetic moments and structures for the th鄄 ree candidates and found that both Cr@Au24 (SR) 18- and Mn@ Au24(SR)18 have an optimized magnetic moment of 5滋B (Table 2), indicating that the d5 configuration of the dopant atom is well preserved, as we have designed. The icosahedral Au12 shell in both clusters is also well maintained: with a tolerance of 0.025 nm, both clusters忆 shells show Ih symmetry; with a tolerance of 0.01 nm, Cr@Au24(SR)18- 忆s Au12 shell shows D2h symmetry while that of Mn@Au24 (SR)18 shows Th symmetry. Fe@Au24 (SR) 18+ , however, shows an optimized magnetic moment of 3滋B, and we found that the spin sextet state (that is, total magnetic moment at 5滋B) is 0.16 eV higher in energy. The Au12 shell of Fe@Au24(SR)18+ cluster at the optimized magnetic moment of 3滋B was found to deform significantly: the shell shows Ci symmetry with a tol鄄 erance of 0.01 nm and S6 symmetry with a tolerance of 0.025 nm. This deformation also leads to significantly varying Fe-Au Table 2 Magnetic dopants (M), the cluster charge (q), optimized total magnetic moment (滋T) of the cluster, local magnetic moment on the dopant (滋M), the interaction energy (EInt), average M-Au distance (RM-Au), and average Au-Au (RAu-Au) distance in the Au12 shell for the M@Au24(SR)18q cluster EInt/eVa



RM-Au/nmb



RAu-Au/nmb



1



5



3.53



6.18



0.284 (0.001)



0.299 (0.010)



Mn



0



5



3.92



6.52



0.284 (0.001)



0.299 (0.011)



Fe



+1



3



3.01



6.54



0.286 (0.007)



0.301 (0.021)



M Cr
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Fig.10 HOMO鄄LUMO gap of M@Au24(SR)18q for M being main group elements



q/e 滋T/滋B 滋M/滋B



EInt=E(M)+E[Au24(SR)18q ]-E(M@Au24(SR)18q ]. The structure of the Au24(SR)18q frame is taken from the optimized M@Au24(SR)18q structure and not relaxed. b



The numbers in parentheses are standard deviation.



See Table 1 for q for each group of elements. reprinted with permission from



reprinted with permission from Ref[82].



Ref.[81]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.
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Frontier spin orbital levels of Cr@Au24(SCH3)18reprinted with permission from Ref.[82]. Copyright 2009 American Physical Society.



distances, evidenced by the larger standard deviation of the FeAu distance (Table 2). The d5 configuration we have intended to preserve by mag鄄 netic doping of the Au25(SR) 18- superatom is achieved for Cr and Mn. The orbital levels of the doped cluster should explain the 5滋B magnetic moment. We use Cr as an example to show orbital levels. Fig.11 displays the spin鄄up and spin鄄down orbital levels of the Cr@Au24(SR)18- cluster near the Fermi level. By inspecting these orbitals, we found that the three highest occupied spin or鄄 bitals for both up and down spins can be described as the 1P levels of the superatom and the next five occupied spin鄄up or鄄 bitals show major character of the d states of the center Cr atom. One can also see that the frontier superatomic levels and the Cr d鄄dominated levels for the up spin are well separated, which leads to the cluster忆 s 5滋B magnetic moment. Moreover, the 1P levels are slightly split due to the non鄄ideal icosahedral Au12 shell. The five Cr d鄄dominated states are split into the familiar t2g and eg orbitals. Fig.12(a) shows the highest occupied spin up orbital. One can see that it mainly locates at the Au12 shell, with some contribu鄄 tion from the sulfur atoms. This is consistent with this orbital忆s 1P



(a)



Fig.12
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character. Fig.12(b) shows the highest occupied spin up orbital among the five Cr d鄄dominated levels described in Fig.11. One can see that this orbital is indeed centered on the Cr atom and displays dZ2 character. It also has contributions from the Au24(SR)18 framework. Spin magnetization density for the Cr@Au24 (SR) 18cluster shows a spherical shape around the center Cr atom, indi鄄 cating that the center atom is mainly responsible for the cluster忆s magnetic moment[82]. The computed local magnetic moment at the Cr center is 3.53滋B (Table 2), indicating that there are also con鄄 tributions from the Au24(SR)18 frame to the total 5滋B moment. We found that this is indeed the case and the Au12 shell is magne鄄 tized with an average local magnetic moment of ca 0.1滋B on the shell gold atoms. We next examine the thermodynamic driving force for mag鄄 netic doping of the Au25(SR) 18- superatom. Table 2 shows the in鄄 teraction energies for the three dopants. One can see that the in鄄 teraction between the dopant atom and the frame is rather strong for all three dopants. The magnitude of the interaction energy for the three magnetic dopants (between 6 and 7 eV) can be com鄄 pared with that for the nonmagnetic dopants[81]. For example, we found that Ni, Cu, and Zn have an interaction energy of 8.5, 5.8, and 4.3 eV, respectively [81]. In addition, Au itself has an interac鄄 tion energy of 4.0 eV [81], so replacing the center Au atom by Cr actually gains over 2 eV, indicating that doping by magnetic dopants such as Cr is thermodynamically very favorable. The orbital鄄level distribution of the Mn@Au24(SR)18 cluster is similar to that of the Cr@Au24(SR) 18- cluster, but the separation between the dopant忆s d states with the rest is not as clear as in Cr@Au24 (SR) 18- . In other words, the interaction between the dopant 忆 s 3d states and the Au24 ( SR ) 18 frame is stronger in Mn@Au24 ( SR ) 18 . This interaction becomes even stronger in Fe@Au24 (SR) 18+ , which leads to decreased magnetic moment than the ideal 5滋B of the d5 configuration. Indeed, we found that the second highest occupied spin鄄down orbital of Fe@Au24(SR)18+ has a major contribution from an Fe 3d orbital. In other words, the Fe dopant忆s d5 configuration consists of one spin down elec鄄 tron and four spin up d electrons, resulting in a magnetic mo鄄



(b)



Spin up orbitals of Cr@Au24(SCH3)18-



(a) the highest occupied spin up orbital; (b) the highest occupied spin up orbital among the five Cr d鄄dominated levels (see Fig.11). reprinted with permission from Ref.[82]. Copyright 2009 American Physical Society.
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ment of 3滋B for the cluster (Table 2). One also notes from Table 2 that the local magnetic moment on Fe is greater than 3滋B, which means that some atoms in the Au24 (SR)18 frame are anti鄄 ferromagnetically coupled to the Fe atom. In need, we found that some Au atoms in the icosahedral shell have negative spin densities. Recently, Jin and coworkers showed that the closed鄄shell Au25 (SR) 18- superatom can be reversibly oxidized to the neutral form which is a doublet, thereby displaying switchable mag鄄 netism between nonmagnetic (anionic) and paramagnetic (neutral) states[93]. The magnetically doped clusters examined in the present work should have richer magnetic properties and redox chem鄄 istry due to their high鄄spin center atoms. This is a potentially in鄄 teresting topic if the predicted magnetic clusters here can be re鄄 alized. In addition, we note that a recent report on“Designer magnetic superatoms”predicted VCs8 and MnAu24 (SH)18 to be magnetic superatoms[94]. Their MnAu24(SH)18 cluster has the same structure as our Mn@Au24 (SR) 18, except that we used —SCH3 for —SR while they used —SH. So it is not surprising that they found Mn@Au24(SR) 18 has a total magnetic moment of 5 Bohr magnetons.



9 Designing the missing magic鄄number“2”



Although Tsukuda忆s three structural principles (see Sec.7) to construct thiolated gold nanoclusters do not consider the elec鄄 tronic structure of the system in whole, they do provide an effec鄄 tive means to generate candidate models for thiolated gold clusters whose structures are not yet known. Coupling Tsukuda忆s three principles with the superatom complex concept that dicta鄄 tes magic numbers of stability for the thiolated gold clusters, one can predict thiolated gold clusters that are missing from the magic鄄number series. The magic number for a spherical, square鄄 well potential goes like 2, 8, 18, (20), 34, (40), 58, 92, … corre鄄 sponding to the major shell鄄closing electron count[73]. In the struc鄄 ture鄄known experimental systems, Au25(SR)18- exhibits the 8 elec鄄 tron鄄count, while Au102(SR)44 corresponds to 58 [57]. The Au44(SR) 228cluster[95] gives an electron count of 18. Recently, Lopez鄄Acevedo et al. [96] predicted an icosahedral鄄symmetry structure for the giant Au144(SR)60 cluster which in neutral form is 8 electrons short of the magic number 92. Most recent mass鄄spectrometry measurements for the 29 kDa cluster [97-98] pinpoint to the specific Au144 (SR) 60 composition. Surprisingly, no thiolated gold cluster accounting for the first closing (electron count 2) has yet been determined. We took upon the task designing this missing magic number from first principles[99]. Working from inside out, we considered the Platonic solids only for the high鄄symmetry core, assuming that nature prefers order. The five Platonic solids include the regular tetrahedron, octahedron, cube, icosahedron, and dodec鄄 ahedron. The icosahedron forms the core of Au25(SR)18- [49-51]. The dodecahedron has 20 vertices and so is unlikely to be a core for the magic鄄number鄄2 cluster, which is expected to have a much smaller core. The cube has a rather open structure and is unlike鄄 ly to be stable to serve as a cluster core. Thus we are left with tetrahedron and octahedron. For such small clusters, the dimer
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motifs are preferred to form the protective layer, because their flexible Au—S—Au angle can adapt to the high curvature of the cluster surface [76-77]. Two ligands coordinate to the four atoms of the tetrahedron core, whereas three protect the 6鄄atom octahe鄄 dron core, yielding formulae of Au8(SR)6 and Au12(SR)9, respec鄄 tively (see left column of Fig.13). For n*=2, q=N-L-2 according to Eq.(1). So the tetrahedron鄄core cluster should be neutral while the octahedron鄄core cluster should be positively (+1) charged. Fig.13(a) shows how the tetrahedron鄄based cluster Au8(SR)6 is constructed; namely, the two dimer motifs wrap around two faces of the tetrahedron and connect two vertices. The dihedral angle of the two faces (70.5毅) causes a large strain in the dimer motif, because the preferred Au—S—Au angle for the long motif is 100毅 to 120毅 as shown in the experimental structures of Au25(SR)18- [50-51] and Au102(SR)44[48] and from computationally scan鄄 ning the Au—S—Au angle for the long鄄motif anion in the gas phase[99]. Consequently, the initial structure underwent a dramatic change after DFT optimization, leading to an optimized struc鄄 ture shown in Fig.13(a). Interestingly, the optimized structure still features a tetrahedron core but now the two long motifs simply cap opposing edges of the tetrahedron with a 90毅 Au—S—Au angle. This structure has a HOMO鄄LUMO gap of 3.23 eV. Can this cluster be the smallest superatom complex? We think prob鄄 ably not. Al鄄though the electronic structure indicates great sta鄄 bility and Tsukuda忆s three principles are fulfilled, the structure is quite open and exposes the core to further chemical attacks, in鄄 dicating that the cluster would be very labile. However, the op鄄 timized structure of Au8(SR)6 does demonstrate that these ligands can chel ate the edges of a small polyhedron. We further con鄄 sidered capp ing the two opposite edges of the tetrahedron with the monomer motifs, to generate Au6(SR)4[99]. The neutral state of this cluster also has a shell鄄closing electron count of 2. In the optimized structure, the tetrahedral core is well maintained with a slightly bended S—Au—S bond (ca 160毅) in the monomer mo鄄 tif. The cluster has a HOMO鄄LUMO gap of 2.40 eV. We think that this cluster is likely to be as labile as Au8 (SR)6, due to the half naked core. We now turn our attention to the octahedron core. Fig.13(b) shows that each of the three long motifs wraps around two neighboring faces and connects two opposing vertices. Here the dihedral angle between two faces is 109.4毅 which can comfort鄄 ably accommodate the long motif. Hence, DFT optimization changes the initial structure only slightly. The optimized struc鄄 ture for Au12(SCH3) 9+ is shown in Fig.14. Within 0.0125鄄nm tol鄄 erance, the optimized octahedron core retains Oh symmetry. Six of the original facets are now“wrapped”by ligands, while the three鄄fold axis contains the centers of the two unwrapped faces which provide ample space for the terminal methyl groups, as shown in the space鄄filling representation (Fig.14(b)). Each R— (methyl) group can adopt two positions relative to the S—Au—S bond [100], and therefore many close鄄energy isomers exist from permutation of methyl positions. For the isomer shown in Fig.14, the whole cluster has C3 symmetry with a tolerance of 0.007 nm and is therefore chiral. Considering the coordination of the lig鄄
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(a)



(b)



Fig.13



Construction of Au8(SR)6 and Au12(SR)9



(a) schematic construction of the tetrahedron鄄core cluster Au8(SR)6, the second arrow indicates the DFT鄄geometry鄄optimization (G.O.) process; (b) schematic construction of the octahedron鄄core cluster Au12(SR)9. Au, green; S, blue; R, not shown. reprinted with permission from Ref.[99]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.
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Fig.14



(c)



DFT鄄optimized structure of Au12(SCH3)9+, viewed along the C3 axis



(a) ball鄄and鄄stick model; (b) space鄄filling model; (c) Au12S9 framework with Au-Au distances labeled (in nm). Au, green; S, blue; C, red; H, black. reprinted with permission from Ref.[99]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.



ands to the core, one perceives three planes bisecting the octa鄄 hedron, configured as in the common three鄄blade propeller or fan (see Fig.14(c)). Topologically, the Au12S9 framework can be related to the familiar trefoil knot which is also chiral[99]. The electronic structure of the Au12(SCH3) 9+ cluster features a 1.70鄄eV gap between the unique HOMO and the two degenerate LUMOs, as well as a low鄄lying LUMO+1, all depicted in Figs.15 and 16. These diffuse frontier orbitals can be viewed within the electron鄄shell model as the 1S level and three 1Px,y,z levels. The small splitting among the LUMOs, consistent with a modest symmetry lowering, is attributed to the squeezing of the octahe鄄 dron core along the C3 axis. The face鄄to鄄face distance along the



C3鄄 or z鄄axis, namely, between the two unwrapped faces, is 0.224 nm, in contrast with 0.234 nm for the other three face鄄to鄄 face pairs. As a result, the Pz orbital along the C3 axis is pushed higher in energy (by 0.5 eV) relative to the (Px, Py) orbitals. Both HOMO and LUMO +1 clearly reflect the C3 symmetry of the cluster, while the sum of the electron density for the two degen鄄 erate LUMO orbitals also has a C3 symmetry[99]. From both the geometric and electronic views, we consider this Au12(SCH3) 9+ cluster an excellent candidate for the smallest thiolated gold superatom featuring a magic number of 2 for the shell鄄closing electron count. We also computed the adiabatic (structurally unrelaxed) energy for this cluster to lose or gain



Fig.15 Nondegenerate HOMO (left) and doubly degenerate LUMOs (center and right) of Au12(SCH3)9+ The cluster is viewed at the same angle as in Fig.14. Isovalues are at 0.025 a.u. reprinted with permission from Ref.[99]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.
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Fig.16



LUMO+1 of Au12(SCH3)9+



The left figure is viewed at the same angle as in Fig.14. The right figure shows the back side. reprinted with permission from Ref.[99]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.



electrons. We found that it needs 8.92 eV to become a dication, indicating that the Au12(SCH3) 9+ cluster is difficult to oxidize. On the other hand, the cluster gains 4.39 eV energy by acquiring an electron, indicating that Au12(SCH3) 9+ can be easily reduced and may be a good oxidizing agent. Further acquiring an electron gains energy only slightly by 1.46 eV, to generate Au12(SCH3) 9- . The conversion between the positive and the neutral states of the Au12(SCH3)9 superatom may also display reversible switching of magnetism, as the Au25(SR)18 superatom has shown [93]. The com鄄 puted absorption spectrum is shown in Fig.17. Compared with Au25 (SR) 18- [46,50 -51,101], Au38 (SR)24 [5,43,76,101], and larger cluster homo鄄 logs [4,6,33,95], Au12 (SCH3) 9+ shows more molecular鄄like adsorption features of well separated absorption peaks. The first peak, at 1.8 eV, corresponds to the HOMO鄄to鄄LUMO transition. The smaller peak at ca 2.25 eV is accounted for dominantly by the transition from HOMO to LUMO+1. The other major peaks (for example, at 2.6, 3.0, and 3.6 eV) all have multiple contributions (largest contribution less than 30%). we expect that Au12(SR)9+ will also show interesting luminescent properties as many thiolated gold clusters do[7,28,33]. Given the predicted stability for Au12(SR) 9+ , one question aris鄄 es as to how one would go about realizing it. One idea is to use thiol鄄rich biomolecules (such as a peptide or protein with many cysteine residues) when reducing AuCl 4- , such that in folding one encapsulates the small clusters formed. A recent example of using proteins to make gold nanoclusters [102] indicates that this idea is indeed a potential direction to pursue smallest thiolated gold clusters. Another idea is to exploit the fact that many small鄄cored phosphine鄄ligated gold clusters have been made[103-104]. One can use these clusters as precursors to make small鄄cored thiolated gold clusters by ligand exchange. As we mentioned earlier, Tsukuda and coworkers [ 34] successfully made Au25 (SG) 18 by reacting Au11(PPh3)8Cl3 with GSH (glutathione). This approach could be combined with the use of CyS鄄rich peptides. In particular, it seems plausible that clusters such as Au12(SR) 9+ may be made by using smaller phosphine鄄ligated gold clusters such as [Au4 (PR3)4]2+ [105] and [Au6(PPh3)6]2+[106]. The former features a tetrahedron Au4 core[105] and also has a shell鄄closing electron鄄count of 2 according to the electron鄄shell model [57]. Our models for Au8(SR)6 (Fig.13(a)) are close analogs of [Au4(PR3)4]2+. But unlike [Au4(PR3)4]2+, which is charged and has a compact ligand layer, our clusters are neutral



Fig.17



Computed optical absorption spectrum for Au12(SCH3)9+



Vertical lines give computed energies for transitions and their heights represent oscillator strengths. reprinted with permission from Ref.[99]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.



and quite naked. Another example of phosphine鄄liganded Au clusters is [C@Au6 (PPh3)6]2 + which has a carbon鄄centered octa鄄 hedron core[107]. This cluster has an electron鄄count of 8 according to the electron鄄shell model, and therefore is stable. Here the center atom C is necessary for maintaining the octahedron shape. Without it, the core prefers other geometries such as an edge鄄 sharing bi鄄tetrahedral structure [104,106]. Our model for Au12 (SR) 9+ , however, has an electron鄄count of 2 and is non鄄centered. Be鄄 cause of Au12(SR) 9+忆s stable electron count, it is in fact the first example of a hexanuclear gold cluster featuring a non鄄centered octahedron core. Our prediction of Au12 (SR) 9+ was featured on the cover of the 8 October 2009 issue of Journal of Physical Chemistry C. We note that gel鄄fractionated Au:SG (GSH=glutathione) clus鄄 ters include a small component which has been assigned stoi鄄 chiometric formulas (AuSG)10, (AuSG)11, and (AuSG)12[33], which are conventionally understood as nonmetallic oligomeric ring structures. Coincidentally, we learned of the experimental iso鄄 lation of stable Au12(SR)9 complexes [108] (HSR=N鄄acetyl cysteine) as the smallest metal鄄rich thiolated gold complex after we had completed our work on Au12(SR)9+ . Further work will be required to determine whether this new cluster compound has the predict鄄 ed structure and superatom character.



10 Need for the trimer (—RS—Au—SR— Au—SR—Au—SR—) motif[109]



Despite the successes of applying Tsukuda忆s structural princi鄄 ples, the assumption that the protective layer consists of only the monomer and dimer motifs may not hold for all cases. The argu鄄 ment for the need of the dimer motif is that smaller clusters have larger curvatures and therefore the dimer motif is needed for its V shape[76-77]. However, this V shape is not capable of wrapping around the two neighbouring faces of extremely small cores, such as the tetrahedral Au4 cluster (Fig.13(a)). Moreover, some small gold鄄rich thiolated gold clusters with high S/Au ratios
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(close to 1), such as Au20 (SR)16 [110], Au18 (SR)14 [33], Au15 (SR)13 [33], and Au13(SR)11[108], cannot satisfy all requirements from Tsukuda忆s structural principles. For example, when the principles are ap鄄 plied to Au20 (SR)16 (Table 3), the number of terminal thiolates (anchors) is at least greater by 2 than the number of the core atoms. This means at least two pairs of terminal thiolates sharing a common core atom in Au20(SR)16, a highly unfavourable scena鄄 rio due to steric repulsion in such a small cluster. Therefore, one needs to consider longer [—RS(AuSR)x—] (x>2) motifs for these high S/Au ratio small clusters. The logical step is to include the trimer [—RS (AuSR)3— or —RS—Au—SR—Au—SR—Au— SR—] motif (Fig.18) in the divide鄄and鄄protect scheme. We first discuss using the trimer motif to protect the tetrahedral Au4 core. The two terminal thiolate groups in each —RS(AuSR)x— oligomer motif are the“hands”that grip the Au core through Au— S bonds (Fig.18), while the Au atoms in the —RS(AuSR) x— motif can interact with the core Au atoms through aurophilic in鄄 teractions (Scheme 4)[70-72]. The typical Au—S bond length of 0.235 nm and S—Au—S bond angle of 180毅 in the —RS (AuSR)x— motif dictate that the monomer motif is preferred over the longer motifs on the large (small鄄curvature) thiolated gold clusters [48,96] such as Au102(SR)44 and Au144(SR)60 and on the close鄄packed Au (111) surface [100,111-112] where the next鄄nearest鄄neighbor distance matches well the S—S distance of the monomer. On the surface of an icosahedron [49-51] or octahedron [109], the curvature as defined by the dihedral angle between two edge鄄sharing Au triangles (Table 4 and Scheme 5) dictates that the dimer motif is pre鄄 ferred. However, when the dimer was used to wrap around two faces of the tetrahedron, dramatic structural relaxation due to the large curvature led to the dimer motif capping the edge (Fig.13 (a))[109]. Table 4 indicates that the trimer motif may be a better pro鄄 tective motif for the tetrahedron. The construction is shown in Fig.19. We found that the structural relaxation is only minor and the initial structure is well maintained. The resultant Au10 (SR)8 cluster has a HOMO鄄LUMO gap of 1.21 eV and the Au4 core undergoes a slightly distortion to an approximate D2d symmetry (within 0.005 nm tolerance). The Au atoms in the two trimer motifs interact well with the core (Fig.19), as evidenced by the short Au—Au bond lengths (
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Fig.18



Linear monomer, V鄄shaped dimer, and U鄄shaped trimer motifs of gold鄄thiolate complexes



The dashed line indicates the terminal thiolate that binds to a gold atom of the cluster core. reprinted with permission from Ref.[109]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.



ous two tetrahedron鄄cored Au8(SR)6 and Au6(SR)4 clusters (Table 5), via an experimentally known cluster Au4 (SR)4 [113]. We found that Au8 (SR)6 and Au6 (SR)4 are not stable against reaction with Au4 (SR)4 to form Au10 (SR)8, indicating the advantage of using the trimer motif to protect the tetrahedral core, though the extent of the instability is much smaller for Au8(SR)6 than for Au6(SR)4. The Au10(SR) 8 cluster, which has not been isolated before, is a potential candidate for synthesis, and may be made by using peptides or proteins rich in cysteine residues [109]. For Au8 (SR) 6 and Au6(SR)4, they may be experimentally realized as kinetically controlled products. We now turn to Au20(SR)16 which has been isolated and char鄄 acterized experimentally but has not yielded to total structure determination [110]. Jin and coworkers have found that this cluster is stable against excess thiol etching and has a large measured optical gap (2.1 eV)[110]. As we argued earlier, one needs to take in鄄 to account the trimer motif when applying Tsukuda忆s structural principles[76] for this high S/Au ratio cluster. Among various sce鄄 narios of combinations of monomer, dimer, and trimer motifs (Table 6), only in scenario 2 can the number of terminal thio鄄 lates (anchors) match the number of the Au core. For the other scenarios, at least two terminal thiolates will share a core Au atom, which is assumed to be unfavorable for such a small clus鄄 ter. So we focus our attention on the scenario 2; namely, Au20(SR)16 comprises an Au8 core and four trimer [—RS(AuSR)3—] motifs. The Au8 core can take various shapes and several exam鄄ples are shown in Fig.20: (a) cube, (b) Td, (c) cage, and (d) fcc. This is not an exhaustive list, but offers the most obvious initial guess鄄 es. Next, we connect each two vertices of the Au8 core with a trimer motif and then optimize the structures. Among more than 10 initial guesses with the shapes in Fig.20 as the core, the four most stable isomers are shown in Fig.21 [114]. The cube core is unstable and deforms dramatically during ge鄄 Table 4 Dihedral angle between two edge鄄sharing Au triangles on various shapes and the corresponding protective —RS(AuSR)x— motifs with their bond angles (see Scheme 5) Shape



Dihedral angle (毅)



Motif



Bond angle (毅)



close鄄packed plane



180



RSAuSR



180



Index



Monomer



Dimer



Anchora



Coreb



icosahedron



138



RS(AuSR)2



106



3.1



2



4



12



10



octahedron



109



RS(AuSR)2



106



3.2



5



2



14



11



tetrahedron



70.5



RS(AuSR)3



90



3.3



8



0



16



12



a



a



This bond angle is from the optimized anionic structure and for the bond from



the total number of terminal thiolates; b the number of Au atoms in the core.



one terminal S atom, to the middle atom of the S—(Au—S)x chain, and then to



reprinted with permission from Ref.[109].



the other terminal S atom (see Scheme 5). reprinted with permission from



Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.



Ref.[109]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.
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Table 5 Reaction energetics relating the thermodynamic stability of Au6(SR)4, Au8(SR)6, Au10(SR)8, and Au20(SR)16 via Au4(SR)4 Index



Reaction



5.1



Au6(SR)4+Au4(SR)4寅Au10(SR)8



-1.70



Au8(SR)6+1/2Au4(SR)4寅Au10(SR)8



5.2 5.3



驻E/eV -0.09



2Au10(SR)8寅Au20(SR)16 Reprinted with permission from Ref.[109].



-0.60



Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.



Scheme 5



Matching between the —RS(AuSR)x— motif and the cluster surface



ometry optimization. In fact, candidate 4 is the final converged structure which started with a cube core. In this final structure, the Au8 core can be viewed as three edge鄄sharing tetrahedrons. Candidate 3 is the final structure of an initial guess with the cage core. Again, the Au8 core in the final structure is quite different from the initial one (Fig.20 (c)). In the final structure, the Au8 core can be viewed as two edge鄄sharing pyramids. Candidate 2 is ca 0.1 eV more stable than 3 and 4 and also possesses the largest HOMO鄄LUMO gap (2.07 eV) (Table 7). Moreover, the high鄄symmetry fcc core is well maintained after structural relax鄄 ation. In this structure, the four trimer motifs are anchored to the four edges of the core. To clearly show how the four trimer mo鄄 tifs are anchored to the Au8 core, the topology of connections for this structure is plotted in Fig.22. Despite the high鄄symmetry core, the four trimer motifs seem floppy as a protective layer in candidate 2. We also explored the configuration with the same fcc core but with two trimer motifs wrapping around top and bottom corners of the fcc core as they did in the Au10(SR)8 clus鄄 ter (Fig.19) and the other two trimer motifs connecting two next鄄 nearest鄄neighbor gold atoms (Fig.22). The relaxed structure of this configuration is candidate 1, the most stable one (Table 7). In the relaxed structure, the gold atoms in the two motifs connect鄄 ing two next鄄nearest鄄neighbor gold atoms still do not interact strongly with the core Au atoms. Despite candidate 1忆s energetic stability, its HOMO鄄LUMO gap is, however, only 1.30 eV, far lower than that of 2 and the measured gap (2.1 eV)[110]. Table 7 compares the energetic stability and HOMO鄄LUMO gaps for the four candidates. Candidates 1 and 2 are vey close in energy partly due to the same fcc Au8 core, and both are more



Table 6 Combinations of monomer (—RS—Au—SR), dimer [—RS(AuSR)2—], and trimer [—RS(AuSR)3—] motifs for composing the Au20(SR)16 cluster Index



Monomer



Dimer



Trimer



Anchor



6.1



0



4



1



10



9



6.2



0



0



4



8



8



6.3



1



2



2



10



9



6.4



2



0



3



10



9



6.5



3



2



1



12



10



4



0



2



12



10



6.6



Core



reprinted with permission from Ref.[109]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.



stable by >0.1 eV than the other two. However, 1 and 2忆s HOMO鄄 LUMO gaps are very different and the measured optical absorp鄄 tion gap (2.1 eV) indicates that candidate 2 is a better choice. Besides the optical absorption, the other information that can be checked against the experiment is power X鄄ray diffraction (XRD). We computed the XRD patterns for both 1 and 2, and found that 1 and 2 display a strong peak at 4.0 and 4.2 nm -1, re鄄 spectively, both rather off the measured peak (3.85 nm-1)[115] with 1 in better agreement. This rather smaller peak position at 3.85 nm -1 compared with measured patterns for larger clusters (usu鄄 ally at 4.2 nm -1) [6,95] indicates that the plane spacing is rather large (0.26 nm) in the core of Au20(SR)16 and that the core is most likely not closely packed. The other issue with 1 and 2 is that the trimer motifs are rather floppy and the Au-Au interaction be鄄 tween Au in the trimer motif and Au in the core is not fully uti鄄 lized. These concerns indicate that better models should exist. The structural design we proposed here for Au20(SR)16 (that is, an Au8 core with four trimer motifs) is still sound and should be pursued further, but one may explore more core shapes beyond those in Fig.20. Hopefully, global minimum search can deliver



2



Fig.19 Construction of Au10(SR)8 Two trimer motifs encompass a tetrahedral Au4 core, forming Au10(SR)8. reprinted with permission from Ref.[109]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.



Fig.20 Four shapes for the Au8 core of Au20(SR)16 (a) cube; (b) Td; (c) cage; (d) fcc. reprinted with permission from Ref.[109]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.
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Topology of connections for candidates 1 and 2 (Fig.21)



It shows how the four trimer motifs are anchored to the Au8 core of Au20(SR)16. Each dashed or dotted line represents a trimer motif. reprinted with permission from Ref.[109]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.



Fig.21



Four optimized candidate structures for Au20(SR)16



Au8 core is highlighted in gray. Only Au (green) and S (blue) in the trimer motif are shown; R, not shown. reprinted with permission from Ref.[109]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.



more stable models, as the system size is not that prohibitive for a quantum鄄mechanical based search. The Au20(SR)16 cluster has a valence electron count of 4, cor鄄 responding to filling 1S and a 1P orbital and leading to non鄄 spherical core geometry. Since only one 1P orbital is occupied, this should lead to a prolate shape which agrees with the fcc core in our candidates 1 and 2. Analysis of previous 4e ligated Au clusters also indicates a loosed packed, elongated core[103-104]. Because Au10(SR) 8 and Au20(SR) 6 have the same S/Au ratio, we can compare their stability directly (Table 5, reaction 5.3). We found that Au10 (SR) 8 is unstable against dimerization into Au20 (SR) 16 by 0.60 eV based on candidate 1, indicating that Au20(SR)16 is thermodynamically more stable. By taking into ac鄄 count reactions 5.1 and 5.2, one can conclude that Au8(SR)6 and Au6(SR)4 are also unstable against formation of Au20 (SR)16 with Au4(SR)4. The trimer motif together with the monomer and dimer motifs has been previously found by Garzon and coworkers [74] in their structural relaxation of a model for Au38(SR)24, although the“di鄄 vide鄄and鄄protect”concept was not put forward in that work. The total structure determinations[48,50-51] of Au102(SR)44 and Au25(SR)18helped establish the idea of RS(AuSR)x motifs protecting a high鄄



symmetry core. Now we have further extended the“divide鄄and鄄 protect”concept to the trimer motif. Of course, the final judge would be the total structure determination of Au20(SR)16, while the other example, Au10(SR)8, has not been experimentally identified and is a potential target for synthesis. The trimer motif can be used to predict structures for other thiolated gold clusters. One example is Au18 (SR)14, isolated by Tsukuda and coworkers[33], which can be partitioned as an Au8 core protected by two dimer and two trimer motifs. Since this cluster is also assumed to have an Au8 core, its structure may be closely related to that of Au20(SR)16.There are some other high S/Au ratio clusters such as Au15(SR)13[33] and Au13(SR)11[108] which can not be partitioned into equal numbers of terminal thiolates and core Au atoms with up to the trimer motif, based on the“divide鄄and鄄 protect”concept. Therefore, even longer motifs [—RS(AuSR)x—; x>3] and Au—SR cyclomers may be needed. Working independently from us, Zeng and coworkers[116] came up with the same design鄄principle for Au20(SR)16: Au8 core by 4 trimer motifs. The most stable structures they found have an Au8 core which is an interesting, linear edge鄄fused tri鄄tetrahedron (Fig.23). We confirmed that their best structures are indeed more stable (by ca 0.3 eV) than our best model. The powder XRD pattern of Zeng忆 s models also agrees with Jin忆 s measurement which shows a loosely packed core (main peak at 3.85 nm -1) [114]. More importantly, in Zeng忆 s structures, the trimer motifs wrap around the core quite tightly to form an excellent protective lay鄄 er, unlike our porous models.



Table 7 Relative energetics (驻E) and HOMO鄄LUMO gap (HL gap) for four candidate structures of Au20(SR)16 shown in Fig.21 驻E/eV



HL gap (eV)



0



1.30



2



0.05



2.07



3



0.15



1.84



4



0.21



1.89



Candidate 1



Fig.23 Zeng忆s best model for Au20(SR)16 It has a prolate edge鄄fused tri鄄tetrahedral Au8 core with four trimer motifs.



reprinted with permission from Ref.[109]. Copyright 2009 American



reprinted with permission from Ref.[116]. Copyright 2009 American
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Time evolution of MALDI鄄TOF mass spectra of synthesized thiolated gold nanoclusters



It shows that the nanocluster mixture initially containing Au25(SR)18, Au38(SR)24, Au68(SR)34, and Au102(SR)44 converges to Au25(SR)18 over time. reprinted with permission from Ref.[117]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.



11 Grand challenge



In the sub鄄nanometer range, Au25 (SR) 18- is certainly a preferr鄄 ed size over many other clusters, as clearly demonstrated by Tsukuda et al.忆s earlier work [33-34,46] and by Dass忆s recent work (Fig.24) [117-118]. The distinct optical feature of this cluster and the funneling of the other sizes into Au25(SR)18- may allow one to track the formation of this cluster in real time. Here I propose a grand challenge in this area: Can one observe in the real time the for鄄 mation of Au25(SR) 18- from Au(I)SR polymers or oligomers? As one reduces Au(I)—SR polymers by NaBH4, electrons are added to the system, the polymeric chains break down into small pieces, and Au—Au bonds begin to form, leading to nucleation of a gold core. Because thiolated gold clusters are formed in the time scale of minutes when NaBH4 are added to Au(I)—SR polymers, one may track the formation process by sampling the reaction mixtures at a time interval of seconds or shorter. From the per鄄 spective of first principles simulations, one may start with many copies of (AuSR)4 cyclic tetramers in a simulation box and then add electrons and counter ions to the box and then perform a global minimum search, to see the evolution of stable clusters with size. This of course is not an easy task, because the hetero鄄 geneity of bonding in thiolated gold clusters makes global mini鄄 mum search difficult.



12 Concluding remarks



In this paper, I have reviewed recent progresses in using first principles density functional theory by us (mainly) and others to understand and predict thiolated gold nanoclusters. This is of course biased by this author忆s limited knowledge and short ex鄄 perience (
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The exciting future of thiolated gold nanoclusters and nan鄄 oparticles lies in their biological applications[2]. But from a funda鄄 mental viewpoint of chemistry, there are still interesting things to learn from them. The progress made in the past couple of years has allowed us to know a lot about the geometry and elec鄄 tronic structures of thiolated gold nanosystems, including a re鄄 cent extension to one鄄dimensional, thiolated gold nanowires from us[119]. At the very fundamental, one still wants to know the dynamic process of nucleation, that is, how Au(I)—SR polymers are reduced and how a metallic core is formed during the pro鄄 cess. As we described in the preceding section, Au 25 (SR) 18- will be a touchstone for such a task. We look forward to experimen鄄 tal progress that can unravel this grand challenge. Hopefully first principles studies can again contribute to this exciting yet diffi鄄 cult task. Let me conclude with a quote. In his Noble lecture in 1996, the late Richard E. Smalley remarked that“Carbon has wired within it, as part of its birthright ever since the beginning of this uni鄄 verse, the genius for spontaneously assembling into fullerenes.” To paraphrase Smalley, I think we can say that“gold and thiols have wired within them the genius for spontaneously assembling into nanoparticles.” Acknowledgments: The author acknowledges fruitful col鄄 laborations and/or discussions with Whetten, R. L. (Georgia In鄄 stitute of Technology); Luo, W. D. (ORNL/Vanderbilt Universi鄄 ty); Tiago, M. L. (ORNL); Jin, R. C. (Carnegie Mellon University); Nobusada, K. (Institute for Molecular Science, Japan); Tsukuda, T. (Hokkaido University); Dass, A. (University of Mississippi); Murray, R. W. (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill); Aikens, C. M. (Kansas State University); Akola, J. (University of Jyvask鄄 yla); Walter, M. (University of Freiburg); Wang, G. L. (Georgia State University); Chen, Z. F. (University of Puerto Rico); Chen, X. Q. (ORNL); Meunier, V. (ORNL); H覿kkinen, H. (University of Jyvaskyla); Dai, S. (ORNL). This research used resources of the National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center, which is supported by the Office of Science of the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE鄄AC02鄄05CH1123. References 1
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